Experimental Geography

A photo of a secret CIA prison. A map designed to help visitors reach Malibu's notoriously inaccessible public beaches.
Guidebooks to factories, prisons, and.When most people think about geography, they think about maps. Lots of maps.
Maps with state capitals and national territories, maps showing.Experimental Geography, curated by Nato Thompson
and organized and circulated by iCI, will premiere at the Richard E. Peeler Art Center.The home of GeoHumanities at
the University of Oklahoma. Where Geography meets the Visual arts.Experimental Geography: Radical Approaches to
Landscape, Cartography, and Urbanism, by Nato Thompson, a curator and producer at.Description: Experimental
geography is the book accompanying the traveling exhibit of the same name, produced by Independent Curators
International (iCI).Experimental Geography. Everything about the railway station was erased, including the woman who
was carrying a child with a patch of blood.Definition. Experimental Geography is a term first developed by geographer
Trevor Paglen in to describe a form of geography at the.Get the Experimental Geography at Microsoft Store and
compare products with the latest customer reviews and ratings. Download or ship for.Citation: Experimental Geography:
radical approaches to landscape, cartography and urbanism. Nato Thompson and Independent Curators International.
"The manifestations of 'experimental geography' (a term coined by geographer Trevor Paglen in ) run the gamut of
contemporary art practice today: sewn.Traditional geography meets politics plus multimedia and performance
art.Experimental Geography has 52 ratings and 6 reviews. David said: This is a primarily artistic, pretty loose, and
fascinating approach to geography. Most.Experimental Geography, an exhibition curated by Nato Thompson and
organized by iCI, encompasses a diverse array of practices, spanning."Experimental Geography," an exhibition of
contemporary artworks that explores the intersection of geographical study and artistic experience of the earth, will.
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